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Abstract 
 

Ontology is a key technology that supports the increasing need of knowledge 

sharing and application integration on the Semantic Web. In general, creating an 

ontology from scratch is often a difficult and time-consuming task. Thus, reusing and 

modifying an existing one is usually preferable. Nevertheless, as the number of 

publicly available ontologies grows, it is difficult to find an ontology that meets a 

user’s needs and the existence of an efficient yet effective ontology retrieval system 

becomes a necessity. To better understand the ontology retrieval problem, this thesis 

performs a literature survey, gathers requirements of reusing ontologies in Semantic 

Web applications, and compares the requirements with existing solutions. It was 

found that the available ontology retrieval systems are inefficient and insufficient to 

support ontology reuse in Semantic Web applications. This research therefore aims to 

conceive an ontology retrieval framework that enables agents in Semantic Web 

application environments to automatically and dynamically retrieve suitable 

ontologies for a reusing purpose. 

The proposed ontology retrieval framework is comprised of three main 

approaches, each of which addresses different needs of Semantic Web applications. 

The first approach, SQORE, enables precise formulation of a semantic query to best 

capture the ontology requirements of a user and takes semantics of both query and 

ontologies into account during query evaluation. The second approach, 

combiSQORE, produces ranked, irreducible ontology combinations that completely 

satisfy a given set of ontological requirements, thus enabling automatic ontology 

reuse and guaranteeing query coverage at run-time of Semantic Web applications. The 

last approach, OMEGA, automatically generates metadata for existing ontologies to 

facilitate the selection and ranking of ontologies. The experimental results from 

various usage scenarios in this research verify that the proposed framework can 

enable publicly accessible ontologies to be reused in Semantic Web applications more 

efficiently.  
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